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CMOS Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, 3rd Edition (IEEE Press Series on Microelectronic Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technology continues to be the dominant technology for fabricating integrated circuits (ICs or chips). This dominance will likely continue for the next 25 years and perhaps even longer. Why? CMOS technology is reliable, manufacturable, low power, low cost, and, perhaps most importantly, scalable....
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Reasoning in Event-Based Distributed Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Event-based distributed systems are playing an ever increasing role in
	areas such as enterprise management, information dissemination, finance,
	environmental monitoring and geo-spatial systems. Event-based processing
	originated with the introduction of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules to
	database systems in the 1980s. Since then,...
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Network Performance and Security: Testing and Analyzing Using Open Source and Low-Cost ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Network Performance Security: Testing and Analyzing Using Open Source and Low-Cost Tools gives mid-level IT engineers the practical tips and tricks they need to use the best open source or low cost tools available to harden their IT infrastructure. The book details how to use the tools and how to interpret them. Network Performance...
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Beginning MySQL (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
As the most popular open source database system in the world, MySQL boasts ease of implementation, minimal overhead, consistent reliability, and low total cost of ownership. This hands-on resource offers you a complete look at MySQL and explains how to implement MySQL and access MySQL with various programming languages.
Using a task-oriented...
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Mobile 3D Graphics SoC: From Algorithm to ChipJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The first book to explain the principals behind mobile 3D hardware implementation, helping readers understand advanced algorithms, produce low-cost, low-power SoCs, or become familiar with embedded systems


	As mobile broadcasting and entertainment applications evolve, there is increasing interest in 3D graphics within the...
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Architecture of Network Systems (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Architecture and Design)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Data communication networks are widely used today and are an integral part of our
	daily life. The Internet is a medium for business, personal, and government communication,
	and it is difficult to envision today’s society without this essential
	infrastructure. The continued success of the Internet is dependent on our ability
	to...
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HyperTransport 3.1 Interconnect TechnologyMindShare Press, 2008

	HyperTransportTM technology has revolutionized microprocessor core interconnect. It serves as the central interconnect technology for nearly all of AMD s microprocessors as well as for a rich ecosystem of other microprocessors, system controllers, graphics processors, network processors, and communications semiconductors. It is a high-speed,...
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Getting Started with HTML5 WebSocket ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Develop and deploy your first secure and scalable real-time web application

	
		Overview

		
			Start real-time communication in your web applications
	
			Create a feature-rich WebSocket chat application
	
			Learn the step-by-step configuration of the server and clients

...
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Arduino CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	This book was written by Michael Margolis with Nick Weldin to help you explore the amazing things you can do with Arduino.


	Arduino is a family of microcontrollers (tiny computers) and a software creation environment that makes it easy for you to create programs (called sketches) that can interact with the physical world. Things you...
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SATA Storage Technology: Serial ATAMindShare Press, 2007

	The SATA (Serial ATA) interface is intended to expand and eventually replace the parallel ATA interface that has been the standard connection for hard drives and CD-ROM/DVD drives in Personal Computers for nearly twenty years. SATA, a high-speed serial version of ATA, is designed to maintain compatibility with software written for the...
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Fixing and Flipping Real Estate: Strategies for the Post-Boom EraApress, 2012

	Let’s face it—fixing and flipping houses is sexy. Who doesn’t love the idea of buying a rundown, mold-infested shack and transforming it into someone’s dream home for massive profits? Reality TV shows make it look so easy. A little paint here, some new kitchen cabinets there, and presto! The house is sold for big bucks...
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Java Programming 10-Minute SolutionsSybex, 2003
The problems encountered by a beginning Java programmer are many—and mostly minor.    

    The problems you encounter as an experienced Java programmer are far fewer—and far more serious.    

    Java Programming 10-Minute Solutions provides direct solutions to the thorny...
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